High Security Touch Screen Shredder

with

Auto Feeder - Medium Offices

Manufacturer:ELCOMAN Srl
Brand: KOBRA
Model: 270 TS HS6 AF
Article Code: 99.855+AF

KOBRA 270 TS HS6 AF
Throat width:
Security level DIN 66399:
Security level DIN 32757:
Shred size:
Paper capacity*:
AUTO FEEDER Capacity:
Shreddable Materials:
Shreddable Materials CD Unit:
		
(optional)
Speed:
Noise level (idle/shredding):
Voltage:
Power**:
Waste bag volume:
Dimensions (WxDxH):
Net Weight:
EAN Code:

270mm
P-7 F-3
6
0,8x5mm cross cut
4-5 A4 70gr sheets; 3-4 A4 80gr sheets
170 A4 70gr sheets; 150 A4 80gr sheets
Paper, Film
CD/DVD/Blue ray disk, Credit Card & Credit
Card with chip in Security Level O-1 T-2 E-2
0,08m/sec
54/55dba
230Volt
460Watt
110 litres
53x43x95cm
53kg
8 026064 988551

* Capacity varies on supply power, weight, quality and grain of paper, operating
temperature and blade lubrication
** 530 Watt for 110V/60Hz markets

MAIN Features

approved for UK Government
Use, for details contact CPNI

Carbon hardened cutting knives, unaffected by staples and metal clips. High precision design of cutting knives allows high shred loads
with low power consumption. Motor thermal protection. 24 hours continuous duty motor: no duty cycle or timed cool down period.
Bag full stop with light signal. KOBRA 270 TS shreds transparent material too: keeping the finger for 5 seconds on the forward control
and the machine works continuously for 30 seconds.

AUTO FEEDER shreds up to 170 sheets, whilst the operator can shred paper in the main throat and CDs/DVDs/Credit Cards through
the dedicated CD Cutting Unit (optional on HS and HS6) at the same time. Specially equipped with the patented Anti-Jamming system
in case the operator feeds the machine with crumpled or stapled paper
SUPER POTENTIAL POWER UNIT heavy duty chain drive with steel gears
CONTINUOUS DUTY SHREDDING powerful 460 Watt 24 hour continuous
duty motor, no duty cycle or timed cool down periods
ENERGY SMART ® power saving system, the machine goes into power saving stand-by mode after just 8 seconds and switches off after
4 hours of non-operation
TOUCH SCREEN touch screen panel with led indicators
EPC - Electronic Power Control shows the shredding load required to optimise shredding without jams
START & STOP automatic start and stop through electronic eyes
SAFETY STOP automatic stop at the door opening and/or full waste bag
AUTOMATIC REVERSE automatic reverse in case of jamming

Optionals available

Automatic Oiler - AO

Built-in automatic oiling
system which eliminates
the need for manual
oiling of cutting knives.

Lockable Cover - LK

The lockable cover
protects Top Secret or
confidential documents
waiting to be shredded
when the shredder
is left unattended. It
is supplied with high
security non-duplicable
key.

CD Cutting Unit - CD

With a second set of cutting
knives 270 TS shreds CDs/
DVDs and Credit Cards,
separating shredded paper
from plastic shreds into two
distinct removable bins.
Shreds in Security Level
O-1 T-2 E-2.

Authorized dealer

Don Ruffles Limited
t.+44 (0) 845 5555 007

MADE IN ITALY

